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this book takes the unique and innovative approach of linking relationship marketing to
the traditional market planning models that are used by most marketers today as
globalisation progresses the need for creating and maintaining off line and on line
relationships with the company s customers suppliers stakeholders and personnel has
become increasingly vital in today s business environment now in its fourth edition
this best selling text bridges the gap between relationship marketing and traditional
marketing integrating this approach with the process of developing effective marketing
given the appalling consequences of civil wars why are the competing actors within a
state unable to come to a settlement to avoid the costs of conflict how might external
parties affect the likelihood that a civil war begins how do their actions affect the
duration and outcome of civil conflicts that are already underway how international
relations affect civil conflict draws on three main approaches bargaining theory
signaling theory and rational expectations to examine how external actors might affect
the onset duration and outcome of civil wars signals from external actors are important
because they represent a potential increase or decrease in fighting capabilities for
the government or the opposition if a war were to begin costly signals should not
affect the probability of civil war onset because they are readily observable ex ante
which allows the government and opposition to peacefully adjust their bargaining
positions based on changes in relative capabilities in contrast cheap hostile signals
make civil war more likely by increasing the risk that an opposition group
overestimates its ability to stage a successful rebellion with external support cheap
supportive signals work in the opposite manner because they represent increased
fighting capabilities for the government furthermore signals sent in the pre war period
have important implications for the duration and outcome of civil conflicts because
competing intrastate actors develop expectations for future interventions prior to
deciding to fight in this book clayton l thyne tests this theory by examining the
likelihood of civil war onset the duration and the outcome of all civil wars since 1945
finding strong support from empirical tests for each component of this theory the
conclusion offers specific advice to us policy makers to prevent the outbreak of civil
conflict in states most at risk for civil war and to help end those that are currently
underway this book will appeal to undergraduate and graduate students and scholars
interested in political science international studies conflict resolution and peace
science the merengue is internationally recognized as the dominican republic s national
dance it is an integral and unifying element of dominican identity both within that
nation and among emigrants abroad although dominicans often make the claim that
merengue has always been in their blood the dance is relatively young and its
popularity among dominicans of all social classes and ages is an even more recent
occurrence this book presents three convincing arguments about the merengue s longevity
as a unifying symbol of dominican identity dominican identity and the merengue have
necessarily been extremely fluid in order to encompass the different cultural and
ethnic groups present historically the merengue has become a stronger identity symbol
when the nation is or is perceived to be threatened from outside and the white catholic
hispanic dominican has long been held as the true dominican identity causing the dance
to become progressively whitened in terms of performers and style to reflect this
notion and gain wider appeal at home and abroad a map of the dominican republic related
photographs of key figures of dominican history and merengue artists across the decades
and a complete bibliography are included this book investigates the way humans
communicate through the medium of information technology gadgets focusing on the
linguistic literacy and educational aspects of computer mediated communication provided
by publisher this volume presents the proceedings of ecscw 2015 the 14th european
conference on computer supported cooperative work organized by the university of oslo
norway the conference provides a venue for exploring novel open and critical approaches
to the multidisciplinary nature of social and collaborative technologies and work
practices critically reviewing new and established theories and research forever
committed to high scientific standards both theoretical and methodological these
proceedings consist of 14 full and 3 exploratory papers which reflect the lively debate
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currently ongoing within the cscw field focusing on work and enterprise and the
challenges of involving various types of people like citizens patients and software
developers into collaborative settings the blurring boundaries between home and work
are explored and recent and emergent new technologies supporting collaborative work are
introduced with contributions from all over the world the chapters provide interesting
perspectives helping to focus the european perspective within the cscw community this
collection will be of interest to researchers and practitioners alike as it combines an
understanding of the nature of technology within both the workplace and wider society
familiar narratives and simplistic stereotypes frame the representation of women in u s
politics pervasive containment rhetorics such as the distinction between women as
mothers and caregivers and men as rational thinkers create unique hurdles for any woman
seeking public office while these governing codes generally act to constrain female
political power they can also be harnessed as a resource depending on the particular
circumstances e g party affiliation geographic location and personal style one of these
governing codes the metaphor is an especially powerful tool in politics today
particularly for women by examining the political careers of four of the most prominent
and influential women in contemporary u s politics democrats ann richards and hillary
rodham clinton and republicans christine todd whitman and elizabeth dole karrin vasby
anderson and kristina horn sheeler illustrate how metaphors in public discourse may be
both familiar narratives to embrace and boundaries to overturn this book includes the
integration of existing frameworks on user oriented information retrieval systems
across multiple disciplines the comprehensive review of empirical studies of
interactive information retrieval systems for different types of users tasks and
subtasks and the discussion of how to evaluate interactive information retrieval
systems provided by publisher looking toward a future with increasingly hybridized
media offerings sports media transformation integration consumption examines sports
media scholarship and its role in facilitating understanding of the increasingly
complex world of sports media acknowledging that consumer demand for sports media
content has influenced nearly every major technology innovation of the past several
decades chapters included herein assess existing scholarship while positing important
future questions about the role sports media will play in the daily lives of sports
fans worldwide contributions from well known scholars are supplemented by work from
younger researchers doing new work in this area developed for the broadcast education
association s electronic media research series this volume will be required reading for
graduate and undergraduate students in media communication sociology marketing and
sports management and will serve as a valuable reference for future research in sports
media internet research skills is a clear and concise guide to the effective use of the
internet for students in the social sciences the open web is becoming central to
student research practice not least because of its accessibility and this clear text
describes search strategies and outlines the critical skills necessary to deal with
such diverse and disorganized materials this book covers all of the essential aspects
of internet research with each chapter containing a number of illustrations inset boxes
and short exercises after more than fifty years of new evidence and new theories the
warren commission s claim that lee harvey oswald acted alone and without clear motive
in assassinating john f kennedy has become a wheezing jalopy running on missing and
broken parts and fueled with lies and yet the u s media continue to support its
findings as the only factual explanation for the murder of jfk why does the media
marginalize and even ridicule more plausible conspiracy theories when the majority of
american people long ago wrote off the warren report as a cover up see no evil analyzes
the built in biases of the u s corporate media exposes its complicity in the
whitewashing and advocates for the broadest possible investigation into the key players
who may have been responsible for the crime of the twentieth century including the cia
organized crime and israel this book is meant for readers who seek the truth no matter
where it leads understanding audiences helps readers to recognize the important role
that media plays in their lives and suggests ways in which they may use media
constructively author robert h wicks considers the relationship between the producers
and the receivers of media information focusing on how messages shape perceptions of
social reality he analyzes how contemporary media including newspapers film television
and the internet vie for the attention of the audience members and evaluates the
importance of message structure and content in attracting and maintaining the attention
of audiences wicks also examines the principles associated with persuasive
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communication and the ways in which professional communicators frame messages to help
audiences construct meaning about the world around them among other features this text
describes the processes associated with human information processing presents an
analysis of the principles associated with social learning in children and adults and
explores the possibility that media messages may cultivate ideas attitudes and
criticisms of this perspective explains how most media messages are framed to highlight
or accentuate specific perspectives of individuals or organizations challenging the
notion of objectivity in media information messages considers the effects of media
exposure such as whether the contemporary media environment may be partially
responsible for the recent rash of school violence among young people analyzes the
internet as an interactive medium and considers whether it has the potential to
contribute to social and civic disengagement as it substitutes for human interaction
and evaluates the principles of the uses and gratifications approach as they apply to
the new media environment including traditional media as well as popular genres like
talk shows and developing media systems such as the internet intended for upper level
undergraduate and graduate students who need to understand the nature of the media and
how they interact with these messages understanding audiences promotes the development
of media literacy skills and helps readers to understand the processes associated with
engaging them in media messages it also offers them tools to apply toward the shaping
of media in a socially constructive way for more than 40 years computerworld has been
the leading source of technology news and information for it influencers worldwide
computerworld s award winning site computerworld com twice monthly publication focused
conference series and custom research form the hub of the world s largest global it
media network virtual and collaborative teams is of importance to practitioners and
researchers because it brings together in a single accessible source a variety of
current research and practice on the subject of virtual and collaborative teams
geographic distance technology lack of social presence lack of adequate training and
lack of instructional resources are just some of the unique challenges faced by virtual
teams this book is a unique resource in that it provides a variety of research and
practice from a wide range of disciplines nationally and internationally the essays
blends theory and practice encompassing quantitative and qualitative research case
studies interview research and theoretical models the interaction between media and
foreign policy is a critical dimension of the so called age of new military
humanitarianism the media is now more effective in gathering and distributing
information all over the world and media coverage of humanitarian wars allows for
information and images to reach a wide audience with great immediacy and realism for
policy making the 24 7 news cycle means high levels of exposure to fast breaking
international stories receiving global attention and producing a powerful do something
effect this topical book widens the debate beyond us media and policy making by
considering the case of western and eastern european media and policy processes it
tests the wider application of existing theoretical approaches and provides useful
comparisons allowing the reader to draw conclusions on the media policy relationship it
is an excellent resource for all those interested in political communication european
politics and media studies despite increasing scholarly attention to artificial
intelligence ai studies at the intersection of ai and communication remain ripe for
exploration including investigations of the social political cultural and ethical
aspects of machine intelligence interactions among agents and social artifacts this
book tackles these unexplored research areas with special emphasis on conditions
components and consequences of cognitive attitudinal affective and behavioural
dimensions toward communication and ai in doing so this book epitomizes communication
journalism and media scholarship on ai and its social political cultural and ethical
perspectives topics vary widely from interactions between humans and robots through
news representation of ai and ai based news credibility to privacy and value toward ai
in the public sphere contributors from such countries as brazil netherland south korea
spain and united states discuss important issues and challenges in ai and communication
studies the collection of chapters in the book considers implications for not only
theoretical and methodological approaches but policymakers and practitioners alike the
chapters in this book were originally published as a special issue of communication
studies new media technologies have become a central part of the sports media landscape
sports fans use new media to watch games discuss sports transactions form fan based
communities and secure minutiae about their favorite players and teams never before
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have fans known so much about athletes whether that happens via twitter feeds fan sites
or blogs and never before have the lines between producer consumer enactor fan and
athlete been more blurred the internet has made virtually everything available for
sports media consumption it has also made understanding sports media substantially more
complex the routledge handbook of sport and new media is the most comprehensive and in
depth study of the impact of new media in sport ever to be published adopting a broad
interdisciplinary approach the book explores new media in sport as a cultural social
commercial economic and technological phenomenon examining the profound impact of
digital technologies on that the way that sport is produced consumed and understood
there is no aspect of social life or commercial activity in general that is not being
radically influenced by the rise of new media forms and by offering a state of the
field survey of work in this area the routledge handbook of sport and new media is
important reading for any advanced student researcher or practitioner with an interest
in sports studies media studies or communication studies an extensive revision this
classic text presents the most recent advances in social research design and
methodology the authors thoroughly describe the research process using methods derived
from basic principles of scientific inquiry and demonstrate how they apply to the study
of human behavior these applications make it an indispensable resource for all fields
of human social research particularly communication psychology public health and
marketing with a heavy emphasis on reliability and validity the book considers
experimental quasi experimental and survey research designs in light of these qualities
principles and methods of social research is noted for its emphasis on understanding
the principles that govern the use of a method to facilitate the researcher s choice of
the proper methodological approach use of the laboratory experiment as a point of
reference for describing and evaluating field experiments correlational designs quasi
experiments and survey designs and unique chapter on the ethics of social research
including the power a researcher wields and tips on how to use it responsibly
highlights of the thoroughly expanded and updated edition include new chapters on meta
analysis and social cognition methods the latest on experimental operations and
procedures such as implicit measures simulations and internet experiments expanded
coverage of conducting experiments outside of the lab including conducting experiments
on the and on applied evaluation research methods including efficacy and effectiveness
research intended as a text for upper level and graduate courses in research methods in
social psychology the social sciences communications and public health research no
previous methods courses are required this text on the subject of computational
intelligence includes coverage of dialog design for interactive systems aerospace
systems dynamics of cognitive demands coordination and control in virtual workspaces
performance and simulation of complex dynamic system and joint cognitive systems based
on primary resources including documents and extensive interviews with japanese policy
makers this book provides a comprehensive and detailed empirical analysis of japan s
involvement in asia pacific security multilateralism after the end of the cold war with
special reference to the arf giving an in depth account of new developments in japan s
post cold war security policy yuzawa also examines japan s initial motivations
expectations and objectives for promoting regional security multilateralism japan s
diplomacy for achieving these objectives and experiences in the arf since its formation
the effectiveness and limitations of the arf with regards national and asia pacific
security the effects of japan s experiences in the arf on its initial conception of
regional securty multilateralism and the implications of this for the direction of its
overall security policy problems and difficulties that arose as a result of japan s
post cold war security policy of simultaneously pursuing two different security
approaches namely the strengthening of regional security institutions and the japan us
alliance this book will be an invaluable resource for students and scholars of japanese
security studies as well as international relations asian politics and international
organizations china s protracted boom and political transformation is a major episode
in the history of global political economy beginning in the late 1970s china
experienced a quarter century of extraordinary growth that raised every indicator of
material welfare lifted several hundred million out of poverty and rocketed china from
near autarky to regional and even global prominence these striking developments
transformed china into a major u s trade and investment partner a regional military
power and a major influence on national economies and cross national interchange
throughout the pacific region beijing has emerged as a voice for east asian economic
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interests and an arbiter in regional and even global diplomacy from the asian financial
crisis to the north korean nuclear talks china s accession to the world trade
organization promises to accentuate these trends the contributors to this volume
provide a multifaceted examination of china in the areas of economics trade investment
politics diplomacy technology and security affording a greater understanding of what
relevant policies the united states must develop this book offers a counterweight to
overwrought concerns about the emerging chinese threat and makes the case for viewing
china as a force for stability in the twenty first century although language is
certainly individualized most people conform to linguistic norms because of their
surroundings over time particular words and phrases are popularized by the media social
trends or world events and with emergence of internet technologies the communication
between all types of people is much easier communication and language analysis in the
public sphere explores the influence of the world wide on the relationships between
ordinary citizens and the ability to communicate with politicians celebrities and the
media as some words may gain popularity worldwide and others may begin to define a
specific discipline this book is essential for linguistics researchers scholars and
professionals interested in determining these patterns and how they affect groups and
individuals a magazine for designers of interactive products rethinking foreign policy
analysis presents the definitive treatment to integrate theories of foreign policy
analysis and international relations addressing the agent centered micro political
study of decisions by leaders and the structure oriented macro political study of state
interactions in an international system the truly world wide reach of the has brought
with it a new realisation of the enormous importance of usability and user interface
design in the last ten years much has become understood about what works in search
interfaces from a usability perspective and what does not researchers and practitioners
have developed a wide range of innovative interface ideas but only the most broadly
acceptable make their way into major web search engines this book summarizes these
developments presenting the state of the art of search interface design both in
academic research and in deployment in commercial systems many books describe the
algorithms behind search engines and information retrieval systems but the unique focus
of this book is specifically on the user interface it will be welcomed by industry
professionals who design systems that use search interfaces as well as graduate
students and academic researchers who investigate information systems big data
imperatives focuses on resolving the key questions on everyone s mind which data
matters do you have enough data volume to justify the usage how you want to process
this amount of data how long do you really need to keep it active for your analysis
marketing and bi applications big data is emerging from the realm of one off projects
to mainstream business adoption however the real value of big data is not in the
overwhelming size of it but more in its effective use this book addresses the following
big data characteristics very large distributed aggregations of loosely structured data
often incomplete and inaccessible petabytes exabytes of data millions billions of
people providing contributing to the context behind the data flat schema s with few
complex interrelationships involves time stamped events made up of incomplete data
includes connections between data elements that must be probabilistically inferred big
data imperatives explains what big data can do it can batch process millions and
billions of records both unstructured and structured much faster and cheaper big data
analytics provide a platform to merge all analysis which enables data analysis to be
more accurate well rounded reliable and focused on a specific business capability big
data imperatives describes the complementary nature of traditional data warehouses and
big data analytics platforms and how they feed each other this book aims to bring the
big data and analytics realms together with a greater focus on architectures that
leverage the scale and power of big data and the ability to integrate and apply
analytics principles to data which earlier was not accessible this book can also be
used as a handbook for practitioners helping them on methodology technical architecture
analytics techniques and best practices at the same time this book intends to hold the
interest of those new to big data and analytics by giving them a deep insight into the
realm of big data in our everyday lives we rely on routines that make tasks and
interactions easier and provide a sense of order routines of greeting each other
getting to work organizing the things we do on the job at the gym or during family
dinners yet we have all experienced situations where routines fail and people behave
contrary to expectations in situational breakdowns anne nassauer demonstrates that when
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routines break down surprising outcomes often emerge focusing on detailed accounts of
peaceful and violent protests from the 1960s until 2010 violent uprisings such as
ferguson 2014 and armed store robberies caught on cctv nassauer argues that by
systematically looking at the way situations unfold clear patterns can be identified
for how and why routine interactions break down employing over 1 000 visual recordings
documentary sources interviews with participants and participant observation with
police she shows which factors can draw us into violent situations and discusses how
and why we make uncommon individual and collective decisions drawing on insights from
sociology psychology primatology international relations and neuroscience nassauer
compares situational dynamics with human motivations to demonstrate that our
interactions interpretations and emotions greatly influence the outcome of situations a
novel interpretation of surprising social outcomes situational breakdowns reveals that
despite the course of events overriding motivations people can avoid being caught up in
violence if they know what to look for polarization is at an all time high in the
united states but contrary to popular belief americans are polarized not so much in
their policy preferences as in their feelings toward their political opponents to an
unprecedented degree republicans and democrats simply do not like one another no
surprise that these deeply held negative feelings are central to the recent also
unprecedented plunge in congressional productivity the past three congresses have
gotten less done than any since scholars began measuring congressional productivity in
why washington won t work marc j hetherington and thomas j rudolph argue that a
contemporary crisis of trust people whose party is out of power have almost no trust in
a government run by the other side has deadlocked congress on most issues party leaders
can convince their own party to support their positions in order to pass legislation
however they must also create consensus by persuading some portion of the opposing
party to trust in their vision for the future without trust consensus fails to develop
and compromise does not occur up until recently such trust could still usually be found
among the opposition but not anymore political trust the authors show is far from a
stable characteristic it s actually highly variable and contingent on a variety of
factors including whether one s party is in control which part of the government one is
dealing with and which policies or events are most salient at the moment political
trust increases for example when the public is concerned with foreign policy as in
times of war and it decreases in periods of weak economic performance hetherington and
rudolph do offer some suggestions about steps politicians and the public might take to
increase political trust ultimately however they conclude that it is unlikely levels of
political trust will significantly increase unless foreign concerns come to dominate
and the economy is consistently strong as the plugged in presidential campaign has
arguably reached maturity presidential campaigning in the internet age challenges
popular claims about the democratizing effect of digital communication technologies
dcts analyzing campaign strategies structures and tactics from the past six
presidential election cycles stromer galley reveals how for all their vaunted
inclusivity and tantalizing promise of increased two way communication between
candidates and the individuals who support them dcts have done little to change the
fundamental dynamics of campaigns the expansion of new technologies has presented
candidates with greater opportunities to micro target potential voters cheaper and
easier ways to raise money and faster and more innovative ways to respond to opponents
the need for communication control and management however has made campaigns slow and
loathe to experiment with truly interactive internet communication technologies citizen
involvement in the campaign historically has been and as this book shows continues to
be a means to an end winning the election for the candidate for all the proliferation
of apps to download polls to click videos to watch and messages to forward the
decidedly undemocratic view of controlled interactivity is how most campaigns continue
to operate in the fully revised second edition presidential campaigning in the internet
age examines election cycles from 1996 when the world wide was first used for
presidential campaigning through 2016 when campaigns had the full power of advertising
on social media sites as the book charts changes in internet communication technologies
it shows how even as campaigns have moved from a mass mediated to a networked paradigm
the possibilities these shifts in interactivity seem to promise for citizen input and
empowerment remain farther than a click away this volume argues that international
human rights law has made a positive contribution to the realization of human rights in
much of the world although governments sometimes ratify human rights treaties gambling
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that they will experience little pressure to comply with them this is not typically the
case focusing on rights stakeholders rather than the united nations or state pressure
beth simmons demonstrates through a combination of statistical analyses and case
studies that the ratification of treaties leads to better rights practices on average
simmons argues that international human rights law should get more practical and
rhetorical support from the international community as a supplement to broader efforts
to address conflict development and democratization this volume offers state of the art
communication research representing media interpersonal intercultural and other areas
of communication it is an important reference on current research for scholars and
students in the social sciences
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LexisNexis Corporate Affiliations

2008

this book takes the unique and innovative approach of linking relationship marketing to
the traditional market planning models that are used by most marketers today as
globalisation progresses the need for creating and maintaining off line and on line
relationships with the company s customers suppliers stakeholders and personnel has
become increasingly vital in today s business environment now in its fourth edition
this best selling text bridges the gap between relationship marketing and traditional
marketing integrating this approach with the process of developing effective marketing

Marketing Management

2019

given the appalling consequences of civil wars why are the competing actors within a
state unable to come to a settlement to avoid the costs of conflict how might external
parties affect the likelihood that a civil war begins how do their actions affect the
duration and outcome of civil conflicts that are already underway how international
relations affect civil conflict draws on three main approaches bargaining theory
signaling theory and rational expectations to examine how external actors might affect
the onset duration and outcome of civil wars signals from external actors are important
because they represent a potential increase or decrease in fighting capabilities for
the government or the opposition if a war were to begin costly signals should not
affect the probability of civil war onset because they are readily observable ex ante
which allows the government and opposition to peacefully adjust their bargaining
positions based on changes in relative capabilities in contrast cheap hostile signals
make civil war more likely by increasing the risk that an opposition group
overestimates its ability to stage a successful rebellion with external support cheap
supportive signals work in the opposite manner because they represent increased
fighting capabilities for the government furthermore signals sent in the pre war period
have important implications for the duration and outcome of civil conflicts because
competing intrastate actors develop expectations for future interventions prior to
deciding to fight in this book clayton l thyne tests this theory by examining the
likelihood of civil war onset the duration and the outcome of all civil wars since 1945
finding strong support from empirical tests for each component of this theory the
conclusion offers specific advice to us policy makers to prevent the outbreak of civil
conflict in states most at risk for civil war and to help end those that are currently
underway this book will appeal to undergraduate and graduate students and scholars
interested in political science international studies conflict resolution and peace
science

Identity and Instrumental Goals in Workplace Interaction
in a Law Firm

2001

the merengue is internationally recognized as the dominican republic s national dance
it is an integral and unifying element of dominican identity both within that nation
and among emigrants abroad although dominicans often make the claim that merengue has
always been in their blood the dance is relatively young and its popularity among
dominicans of all social classes and ages is an even more recent occurrence this book
presents three convincing arguments about the merengue s longevity as a unifying symbol
of dominican identity dominican identity and the merengue have necessarily been
extremely fluid in order to encompass the different cultural and ethnic groups present
historically the merengue has become a stronger identity symbol when the nation is or
is perceived to be threatened from outside and the white catholic hispanic dominican
has long been held as the true dominican identity causing the dance to become
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progressively whitened in terms of performers and style to reflect this notion and gain
wider appeal at home and abroad a map of the dominican republic related photographs of
key figures of dominican history and merengue artists across the decades and a complete
bibliography are included

How International Relations Affect Civil Conflict

2009-09-24

this book investigates the way humans communicate through the medium of information
technology gadgets focusing on the linguistic literacy and educational aspects of
computer mediated communication provided by publisher

Merengue and Dominican Identity

2004-10-15

this volume presents the proceedings of ecscw 2015 the 14th european conference on
computer supported cooperative work organized by the university of oslo norway the
conference provides a venue for exploring novel open and critical approaches to the
multidisciplinary nature of social and collaborative technologies and work practices
critically reviewing new and established theories and research forever committed to
high scientific standards both theoretical and methodological these proceedings consist
of 14 full and 3 exploratory papers which reflect the lively debate currently ongoing
within the cscw field focusing on work and enterprise and the challenges of involving
various types of people like citizens patients and software developers into
collaborative settings the blurring boundaries between home and work are explored and
recent and emergent new technologies supporting collaborative work are introduced with
contributions from all over the world the chapters provide interesting perspectives
helping to focus the european perspective within the cscw community this collection
will be of interest to researchers and practitioners alike as it combines an
understanding of the nature of technology within both the workplace and wider society

資本雜誌

2008

familiar narratives and simplistic stereotypes frame the representation of women in u s
politics pervasive containment rhetorics such as the distinction between women as
mothers and caregivers and men as rational thinkers create unique hurdles for any woman
seeking public office while these governing codes generally act to constrain female
political power they can also be harnessed as a resource depending on the particular
circumstances e g party affiliation geographic location and personal style one of these
governing codes the metaphor is an especially powerful tool in politics today
particularly for women by examining the political careers of four of the most prominent
and influential women in contemporary u s politics democrats ann richards and hillary
rodham clinton and republicans christine todd whitman and elizabeth dole karrin vasby
anderson and kristina horn sheeler illustrate how metaphors in public discourse may be
both familiar narratives to embrace and boundaries to overturn

Computer-Mediated Communication for Linguistics and
Literacy: Technology and Natural Language Education

2009-07-31

this book includes the integration of existing frameworks on user oriented information
retrieval systems across multiple disciplines the comprehensive review of empirical
studies of interactive information retrieval systems for different types of users tasks
and subtasks and the discussion of how to evaluate interactive information retrieval
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systems provided by publisher

ECSCW 2015: Proceedings of the 14th European Conference on
Computer Supported Cooperative Work, 19-23 September 2015,
Oslo, Norway

2015-08-29

looking toward a future with increasingly hybridized media offerings sports media
transformation integration consumption examines sports media scholarship and its role
in facilitating understanding of the increasingly complex world of sports media
acknowledging that consumer demand for sports media content has influenced nearly every
major technology innovation of the past several decades chapters included herein assess
existing scholarship while positing important future questions about the role sports
media will play in the daily lives of sports fans worldwide contributions from well
known scholars are supplemented by work from younger researchers doing new work in this
area developed for the broadcast education association s electronic media research
series this volume will be required reading for graduate and undergraduate students in
media communication sociology marketing and sports management and will serve as a
valuable reference for future research in sports media

The Deal

2008

internet research skills is a clear and concise guide to the effective use of the
internet for students in the social sciences the open web is becoming central to
student research practice not least because of its accessibility and this clear text
describes search strategies and outlines the critical skills necessary to deal with
such diverse and disorganized materials this book covers all of the essential aspects
of internet research with each chapter containing a number of illustrations inset boxes
and short exercises

Governing Codes

2005

after more than fifty years of new evidence and new theories the warren commission s
claim that lee harvey oswald acted alone and without clear motive in assassinating john
f kennedy has become a wheezing jalopy running on missing and broken parts and fueled
with lies and yet the u s media continue to support its findings as the only factual
explanation for the murder of jfk why does the media marginalize and even ridicule more
plausible conspiracy theories when the majority of american people long ago wrote off
the warren report as a cover up see no evil analyzes the built in biases of the u s
corporate media exposes its complicity in the whitewashing and advocates for the
broadest possible investigation into the key players who may have been responsible for
the crime of the twentieth century including the cia organized crime and israel this
book is meant for readers who seek the truth no matter where it leads

Interactive Information Retrieval in Digital Environments

2008-04-30

understanding audiences helps readers to recognize the important role that media plays
in their lives and suggests ways in which they may use media constructively author
robert h wicks considers the relationship between the producers and the receivers of
media information focusing on how messages shape perceptions of social reality he
analyzes how contemporary media including newspapers film television and the internet
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vie for the attention of the audience members and evaluates the importance of message
structure and content in attracting and maintaining the attention of audiences wicks
also examines the principles associated with persuasive communication and the ways in
which professional communicators frame messages to help audiences construct meaning
about the world around them among other features this text describes the processes
associated with human information processing presents an analysis of the principles
associated with social learning in children and adults and explores the possibility
that media messages may cultivate ideas attitudes and criticisms of this perspective
explains how most media messages are framed to highlight or accentuate specific
perspectives of individuals or organizations challenging the notion of objectivity in
media information messages considers the effects of media exposure such as whether the
contemporary media environment may be partially responsible for the recent rash of
school violence among young people analyzes the internet as an interactive medium and
considers whether it has the potential to contribute to social and civic disengagement
as it substitutes for human interaction and evaluates the principles of the uses and
gratifications approach as they apply to the new media environment including
traditional media as well as popular genres like talk shows and developing media
systems such as the internet intended for upper level undergraduate and graduate
students who need to understand the nature of the media and how they interact with
these messages understanding audiences promotes the development of media literacy
skills and helps readers to understand the processes associated with engaging them in
media messages it also offers them tools to apply toward the shaping of media in a
socially constructive way

Sports Media

2012-01-25

for more than 40 years computerworld has been the leading source of technology news and
information for it influencers worldwide computerworld s award winning site
computerworld com twice monthly publication focused conference series and custom
research form the hub of the world s largest global it media network

National E-mail and Fax Directory

1998

virtual and collaborative teams is of importance to practitioners and researchers
because it brings together in a single accessible source a variety of current research
and practice on the subject of virtual and collaborative teams geographic distance
technology lack of social presence lack of adequate training and lack of instructional
resources are just some of the unique challenges faced by virtual teams this book is a
unique resource in that it provides a variety of research and practice from a wide
range of disciplines nationally and internationally the essays blends theory and
practice encompassing quantitative and qualitative research case studies interview
research and theoretical models

Drug Information

2001

the interaction between media and foreign policy is a critical dimension of the so
called age of new military humanitarianism the media is now more effective in gathering
and distributing information all over the world and media coverage of humanitarian wars
allows for information and images to reach a wide audience with great immediacy and
realism for policy making the 24 7 news cycle means high levels of exposure to fast
breaking international stories receiving global attention and producing a powerful do
something effect this topical book widens the debate beyond us media and policy making
by considering the case of western and eastern european media and policy processes it
tests the wider application of existing theoretical approaches and provides useful
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comparisons allowing the reader to draw conclusions on the media policy relationship it
is an excellent resource for all those interested in political communication european
politics and media studies

Internet Research Skills

2007-02-15

despite increasing scholarly attention to artificial intelligence ai studies at the
intersection of ai and communication remain ripe for exploration including
investigations of the social political cultural and ethical aspects of machine
intelligence interactions among agents and social artifacts this book tackles these
unexplored research areas with special emphasis on conditions components and
consequences of cognitive attitudinal affective and behavioural dimensions toward
communication and ai in doing so this book epitomizes communication journalism and
media scholarship on ai and its social political cultural and ethical perspectives
topics vary widely from interactions between humans and robots through news
representation of ai and ai based news credibility to privacy and value toward ai in
the public sphere contributors from such countries as brazil netherland south korea
spain and united states discuss important issues and challenges in ai and communication
studies the collection of chapters in the book considers implications for not only
theoretical and methodological approaches but policymakers and practitioners alike the
chapters in this book were originally published as a special issue of communication
studies

See No Evil

2018-03-29

new media technologies have become a central part of the sports media landscape sports
fans use new media to watch games discuss sports transactions form fan based
communities and secure minutiae about their favorite players and teams never before
have fans known so much about athletes whether that happens via twitter feeds fan sites
or blogs and never before have the lines between producer consumer enactor fan and
athlete been more blurred the internet has made virtually everything available for
sports media consumption it has also made understanding sports media substantially more
complex the routledge handbook of sport and new media is the most comprehensive and in
depth study of the impact of new media in sport ever to be published adopting a broad
interdisciplinary approach the book explores new media in sport as a cultural social
commercial economic and technological phenomenon examining the profound impact of
digital technologies on that the way that sport is produced consumed and understood
there is no aspect of social life or commercial activity in general that is not being
radically influenced by the rise of new media forms and by offering a state of the
field survey of work in this area the routledge handbook of sport and new media is
important reading for any advanced student researcher or practitioner with an interest
in sports studies media studies or communication studies

Understanding Audiences

2000-10-01

an extensive revision this classic text presents the most recent advances in social
research design and methodology the authors thoroughly describe the research process
using methods derived from basic principles of scientific inquiry and demonstrate how
they apply to the study of human behavior these applications make it an indispensable
resource for all fields of human social research particularly communication psychology
public health and marketing with a heavy emphasis on reliability and validity the book
considers experimental quasi experimental and survey research designs in light of these
qualities principles and methods of social research is noted for its emphasis on
understanding the principles that govern the use of a method to facilitate the
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researcher s choice of the proper methodological approach use of the laboratory
experiment as a point of reference for describing and evaluating field experiments
correlational designs quasi experiments and survey designs and unique chapter on the
ethics of social research including the power a researcher wields and tips on how to
use it responsibly highlights of the thoroughly expanded and updated edition include
new chapters on meta analysis and social cognition methods the latest on experimental
operations and procedures such as implicit measures simulations and internet
experiments expanded coverage of conducting experiments outside of the lab including
conducting experiments on the and on applied evaluation research methods including
efficacy and effectiveness research intended as a text for upper level and graduate
courses in research methods in social psychology the social sciences communications and
public health research no previous methods courses are required

Computerworld

1996-09-23

this text on the subject of computational intelligence includes coverage of dialog
design for interactive systems aerospace systems dynamics of cognitive demands
coordination and control in virtual workspaces performance and simulation of complex
dynamic system and joint cognitive systems

Virtual and Collaborative Teams

2003-07-01

based on primary resources including documents and extensive interviews with japanese
policy makers this book provides a comprehensive and detailed empirical analysis of
japan s involvement in asia pacific security multilateralism after the end of the cold
war with special reference to the arf giving an in depth account of new developments in
japan s post cold war security policy yuzawa also examines japan s initial motivations
expectations and objectives for promoting regional security multilateralism japan s
diplomacy for achieving these objectives and experiences in the arf since its formation
the effectiveness and limitations of the arf with regards national and asia pacific
security the effects of japan s experiences in the arf on its initial conception of
regional securty multilateralism and the implications of this for the direction of its
overall security policy problems and difficulties that arose as a result of japan s
post cold war security policy of simultaneously pursuing two different security
approaches namely the strengthening of regional security institutions and the japan us
alliance this book will be an invaluable resource for students and scholars of japanese
security studies as well as international relations asian politics and international
organizations

Media, Wars and Politics

2017-11-30

china s protracted boom and political transformation is a major episode in the history
of global political economy beginning in the late 1970s china experienced a quarter
century of extraordinary growth that raised every indicator of material welfare lifted
several hundred million out of poverty and rocketed china from near autarky to regional
and even global prominence these striking developments transformed china into a major u
s trade and investment partner a regional military power and a major influence on
national economies and cross national interchange throughout the pacific region beijing
has emerged as a voice for east asian economic interests and an arbiter in regional and
even global diplomacy from the asian financial crisis to the north korean nuclear talks
china s accession to the world trade organization promises to accentuate these trends
the contributors to this volume provide a multifaceted examination of china in the
areas of economics trade investment politics diplomacy technology and security
affording a greater understanding of what relevant policies the united states must
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develop this book offers a counterweight to overwrought concerns about the emerging
chinese threat and makes the case for viewing china as a force for stability in the
twenty first century

Communicating Artificial Intelligence (AI)

2020-12-28

although language is certainly individualized most people conform to linguistic norms
because of their surroundings over time particular words and phrases are popularized by
the media social trends or world events and with emergence of internet technologies the
communication between all types of people is much easier communication and language
analysis in the public sphere explores the influence of the world wide on the
relationships between ordinary citizens and the ability to communicate with politicians
celebrities and the media as some words may gain popularity worldwide and others may
begin to define a specific discipline this book is essential for linguistics
researchers scholars and professionals interested in determining these patterns and how
they affect groups and individuals

Routledge Handbook of Sport and New Media

2014-01-10

a magazine for designers of interactive products

Principles and Methods of Social Research

2005-07-18

rethinking foreign policy analysis presents the definitive treatment to integrate
theories of foreign policy analysis and international relations addressing the agent
centered micro political study of decisions by leaders and the structure oriented macro
political study of state interactions in an international system

Fourth Annual Symposium on Human Interaction with Complex
Systems [HICS' 98]

1998

the truly world wide reach of the has brought with it a new realisation of the enormous
importance of usability and user interface design in the last ten years much has become
understood about what works in search interfaces from a usability perspective and what
does not researchers and practitioners have developed a wide range of innovative
interface ideas but only the most broadly acceptable make their way into major web
search engines this book summarizes these developments presenting the state of the art
of search interface design both in academic research and in deployment in commercial
systems many books describe the algorithms behind search engines and information
retrieval systems but the unique focus of this book is specifically on the user
interface it will be welcomed by industry professionals who design systems that use
search interfaces as well as graduate students and academic researchers who investigate
information systems

Fulltext Sources Online

2007-07

big data imperatives focuses on resolving the key questions on everyone s mind which
data matters do you have enough data volume to justify the usage how you want to
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process this amount of data how long do you really need to keep it active for your
analysis marketing and bi applications big data is emerging from the realm of one off
projects to mainstream business adoption however the real value of big data is not in
the overwhelming size of it but more in its effective use this book addresses the
following big data characteristics very large distributed aggregations of loosely
structured data often incomplete and inaccessible petabytes exabytes of data millions
billions of people providing contributing to the context behind the data flat schema s
with few complex interrelationships involves time stamped events made up of incomplete
data includes connections between data elements that must be probabilistically inferred
big data imperatives explains what big data can do it can batch process millions and
billions of records both unstructured and structured much faster and cheaper big data
analytics provide a platform to merge all analysis which enables data analysis to be
more accurate well rounded reliable and focused on a specific business capability big
data imperatives describes the complementary nature of traditional data warehouses and
big data analytics platforms and how they feed each other this book aims to bring the
big data and analytics realms together with a greater focus on architectures that
leverage the scale and power of big data and the ability to integrate and apply
analytics principles to data which earlier was not accessible this book can also be
used as a handbook for practitioners helping them on methodology technical architecture
analytics techniques and best practices at the same time this book intends to hold the
interest of those new to big data and analytics by giving them a deep insight into the
realm of big data

Japan's Security Policy and the ASEAN Regional Forum

2007-03-27

in our everyday lives we rely on routines that make tasks and interactions easier and
provide a sense of order routines of greeting each other getting to work organizing the
things we do on the job at the gym or during family dinners yet we have all experienced
situations where routines fail and people behave contrary to expectations in
situational breakdowns anne nassauer demonstrates that when routines break down
surprising outcomes often emerge focusing on detailed accounts of peaceful and violent
protests from the 1960s until 2010 violent uprisings such as ferguson 2014 and armed
store robberies caught on cctv nassauer argues that by systematically looking at the
way situations unfold clear patterns can be identified for how and why routine
interactions break down employing over 1 000 visual recordings documentary sources
interviews with participants and participant observation with police she shows which
factors can draw us into violent situations and discusses how and why we make uncommon
individual and collective decisions drawing on insights from sociology psychology
primatology international relations and neuroscience nassauer compares situational
dynamics with human motivations to demonstrate that our interactions interpretations
and emotions greatly influence the outcome of situations a novel interpretation of
surprising social outcomes situational breakdowns reveals that despite the course of
events overriding motivations people can avoid being caught up in violence if they know
what to look for

China’s Rise and the Balance of Influence in Asia

2007-06-29

polarization is at an all time high in the united states but contrary to popular belief
americans are polarized not so much in their policy preferences as in their feelings
toward their political opponents to an unprecedented degree republicans and democrats
simply do not like one another no surprise that these deeply held negative feelings are
central to the recent also unprecedented plunge in congressional productivity the past
three congresses have gotten less done than any since scholars began measuring
congressional productivity in why washington won t work marc j hetherington and thomas
j rudolph argue that a contemporary crisis of trust people whose party is out of power
have almost no trust in a government run by the other side has deadlocked congress on
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most issues party leaders can convince their own party to support their positions in
order to pass legislation however they must also create consensus by persuading some
portion of the opposing party to trust in their vision for the future without trust
consensus fails to develop and compromise does not occur up until recently such trust
could still usually be found among the opposition but not anymore political trust the
authors show is far from a stable characteristic it s actually highly variable and
contingent on a variety of factors including whether one s party is in control which
part of the government one is dealing with and which policies or events are most
salient at the moment political trust increases for example when the public is
concerned with foreign policy as in times of war and it decreases in periods of weak
economic performance hetherington and rudolph do offer some suggestions about steps
politicians and the public might take to increase political trust ultimately however
they conclude that it is unlikely levels of political trust will significantly increase
unless foreign concerns come to dominate and the economy is consistently strong

Communication and Language Analysis in the Public Sphere

2014-01-31

as the plugged in presidential campaign has arguably reached maturity presidential
campaigning in the internet age challenges popular claims about the democratizing
effect of digital communication technologies dcts analyzing campaign strategies
structures and tactics from the past six presidential election cycles stromer galley
reveals how for all their vaunted inclusivity and tantalizing promise of increased two
way communication between candidates and the individuals who support them dcts have
done little to change the fundamental dynamics of campaigns the expansion of new
technologies has presented candidates with greater opportunities to micro target
potential voters cheaper and easier ways to raise money and faster and more innovative
ways to respond to opponents the need for communication control and management however
has made campaigns slow and loathe to experiment with truly interactive internet
communication technologies citizen involvement in the campaign historically has been
and as this book shows continues to be a means to an end winning the election for the
candidate for all the proliferation of apps to download polls to click videos to watch
and messages to forward the decidedly undemocratic view of controlled interactivity is
how most campaigns continue to operate in the fully revised second edition presidential
campaigning in the internet age examines election cycles from 1996 when the world wide
was first used for presidential campaigning through 2016 when campaigns had the full
power of advertising on social media sites as the book charts changes in internet
communication technologies it shows how even as campaigns have moved from a mass
mediated to a networked paradigm the possibilities these shifts in interactivity seem
to promise for citizen input and empowerment remain farther than a click away

Interactions

2003

this volume argues that international human rights law has made a positive contribution
to the realization of human rights in much of the world although governments sometimes
ratify human rights treaties gambling that they will experience little pressure to
comply with them this is not typically the case focusing on rights stakeholders rather
than the united nations or state pressure beth simmons demonstrates through a
combination of statistical analyses and case studies that the ratification of treaties
leads to better rights practices on average simmons argues that international human
rights law should get more practical and rhetorical support from the international
community as a supplement to broader efforts to address conflict development and
democratization
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Rethinking Foreign Policy Analysis

2011-01-26

this volume offers state of the art communication research representing media
interpersonal intercultural and other areas of communication it is an important
reference on current research for scholars and students in the social sciences
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